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About This Content

Pyramid of Prophecy, the first expansion to Heroes of Hammerwatch, lets you explore and experience several completely new
areas in the world of Hammerwatch - far out in the desert, deep down the pyramid itself, or take your best hero to the arena and

see how long you can last!

Tons of new enemies, traps and puzzles, gameplay mechanics, items, environments, music and much more!

Features:

A brand new campaign with 3 new acts and bosses.

The new Gladiator class.

New upgrades for the town and characters.

Several new items, enemies and mechanics.

A new survival arena game mode.
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I'm going to give this a recommendation, because excluding the fact that the community appears to be dead, it's a good game!
It's very fun as a very unique multiplayer 'shooter' in a steampunk setting with cannons and several secondary weapons available
at your disposal, in a game that requires teamwork to survive. It has good graphics, fun gameplay and simple and easy to
navigate menus (including a well thought out in-game tutorial). If you can get this on sale and you have a bunch of friends to
play it with, go for it! I wholeheartedly recommend this title, just please note that the community is currently dead, it certainly
needs a revival or a group (which I'm sure exists) to schedule a play session for you to be likely to see another player online. So
yes, the game itself is great, but the community is non-existant - buy at your own risk!. 10 out of 10 love declarations to a
grasshopper xD. does what it says on the tin. Seems polished and well made. the graphics and overall presentation are better than
what i was expecting. if you enjoy it you will certainly get your moneys worth

Struggling to think of a negative compared to what you could realistically expect from the game , i doubt anyone would buy if
for the story. The sound levels can be a bit buggy.

its not a game i would sit and play addictively but good in short bursts when i fancy a game for 30-60 mins.. Very fun game. Fun
Simple Game, Clever mechanics.. Enjoyable story, but HO scenes tend to be a little picky.
There will be some pixel hunting, and objects are not consistent in relative size.
Not many puzzles, but plenty of HO scenes of the "find all pieces in order to make this object" type.

I still enjoy the Dark Parables games a lot, both for the continuity and the feel of the gameplay (and the art!).
There is an achievement for seeing all the credits, and quite a few of them are pretty funny. :)

Overall: not the strongest in the series, but it's a good series. 8-8.5\/10
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Fun game. Decently easy to pick up and play a few rounds.. very nice yes. Well, it's a very good product for best-quality
recording. Of course it requires lots of disk space. However, the software usually crashes after long time records like 45-50+
minuntes. It has a feature for streaming but if you are new to the streaming stuff, don't use it, because it doesn't have much
features so your viewers won't be able enjoy and software crushes again. I tried this software on different machines with
different operating systems.

TL;DR : AWESOME for short length videos for TOP QUALITY. Don't buy for long videos or quality live-streaming.. Should
be a FTP flash game and not cost $4.99USD. Not even worth it while it's half off.. This has got to be by far one of the best
routes for Train Simulator and certainly the only route worth \u00a324.99. The attention to detail on this route is stunning and
with 200 miles of track it doesn't get boring. It comes with a nice variety of stock including the Class 25, Class 37, Class 101
and a Class 08, which is a generous amount of locomotives, but its a shame no steam engines are included. I would definatly
recommend you get this route.. I thought I got this for free but I paid with my soul.. Good way to support a good developer ;)
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